[Peculiarities of reactive hypertension after phacoemulsification cataract with patients of pseudoexfoliation syndrome].
Peculiarities of reactive hypertension after phacoemulsi- fication cataract with patients of pseudoexfoliation syndrome. Research was carried out on 87 designed for the surgical treatment of cataract patients (112.eyes) who were grouped according to the initial intraocular pressure (IOP), the degree of pseudoexfoliative syndrome (PES), the presence of concomitant vascular pdthology. IOP level was estimated in the first, the third day, and a month after catarditphacoemulsiication with intraocular lens implantation. It was found that the incidence of reactive hypertension in the group. ranged from 10,7 to 18,7% and correlated with the severity of the manifestations of the PES, baseline IOP and the presence of systemic cardiovascular disease. At the same time dominated by vascular factors. The results allow to identify patients with RPE included in the group of high risk of developing hypertension, reactive, and thus improve the quality -of their care and treatment.